The Fire Suppression Systems Association (FSSA) was founded in 1982. FSSA is a not-for-profit trade association, drawing members domestic and internationally and is comprised of a blend of designer/installers, manufacturers, consultants, academics, and suppliers working together to share ideas and strategies for the benefit of the fire suppression systems industry.

FSSA members are dedicated to the highest level of safety, reliability and effectiveness of special hazards fire suppression.

FSSA Headquarters
3601 East Joppa Road
Baltimore, Maryland 21234
Phone: (410) 931-8100
Fax: (410) 931-8111
Email: admin@fssa.net
www.fssa.net

The mission of FSSA is to promote, educate and grow the special hazard fire protection industry.

Vision:
Advance critical asset fire protection for business continuity

Introduction to the Strategic Plan

In 2017, the FSSA Board of Directors created a strategic plan that will span the next five years. Four goals were approved and are the core competencies that will serve the members and advance the mission. Three of the goals are external deliverables to the members and industry, while the fourth is internal, referring to the infrastructure and governance of FSSA.

It will be a continual focus of the board of directors and committees with progress reviewed regularly.
The mission of FSSA is to promote, educate and grow the special hazard fire protection industry.